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Be a Founder of a Technology Company
Anuj Jain, Founder & CEO of Orchestra Technology. He is a veteran to
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the wireless telecommunications industry, bringing a unique balance of
business and technology together. He has worked in Telecom, Wireless and
IT sectors for over 20 years. He is an entrepreneur at heart who values
talent, creativity and loyalty. Prior to joining Orchestra Technology, he was
the VP of Professional Services with Acision for three years and built the
business for the Americas Region from the ground up. Before Acision, he
co-founded Spatial Wireless in 2001 and served as the Vice President of
Engineering. Spatial Wireless was acquired by Alcatel in December 2004.
He continued at Alcatel and took on the role of CTO and VP of Global
Support for the Mobile NGN Core product lines till 2008. Before that, Anuj
worked for companies like Siemens AG and Sabre, Inc in Germany and
France in Product Development roles. He is a Gold Medalist from Punjab
University, PEC, Chandigarh in Electronics and Communications
Engineering.
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Abstract
Being a founder is a privilege, an opportunity and a responsibility. These
dimensions make a founder key to success of an idea, a team and a society.
Anuj will share his insights into how he handled these aspects as co-founder
of Spatial Wireless and Orchestra Technology in last 15 years. The talk will
share how vision and reality come together. He will share some practical
ideas to help entrepreneurs in their journey.

About Orchestra Technology, Inc
Orchestra Technology, Inc is focused on Telecommunications industry.
Cellular, WiFi and Broadband industry is the back bone of today’s
connected world. It is poised for further quantum growth due to the
avalanche of Internet-of-things, connected car and connected home.
Orchestra Technology provides the solutions which are based on patent
pending Intelli-Agent platform (IA). IA Platform is the foundation for
multiple products namely, IA – WiFi Suite, IA – Network Suite, IA –
Multi-media Suite and IA – Device Suite.
Orchestra Technology also provides a compelling suite of Professional
Services to our customers. Services cover four major domains: Network
Engineering, Test and Test Automation, Training and Consulting and
Custom Software Solutions.
In addition, Orchestra Technology has created Mobile APP based solutions
for work flow management, asset tracking and more.
http://www.orchestratec.com/.

